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ERTÜRK ÜZÜM VE TARIM ÜRÜNLER LTD.
Selimsahlar Mahallesi, Sehzadeler / Manisa / TURKEY
Phone: +90 236 266 43 00 Fax: +90 236 266 43 03
E-Mail: info@erturk.com - sales@erturk.com

www.erturk.com
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About Ertürk
ERTÜRK Üzüm ve Tar m Ürünleri Ltd. was

We are also one of 4 companies in Turkey approved

established in 1985 in the city of Manisa by Mr.

to supply to MARKS AND SPENCER. In addition to

Ersan At lkan and Mr. Yusuf Öztürk with the

these we are also approved supplier of MARS,

COTTON GIN factory.

NESTLE, KRAFT, UNITED BISCUITS, KELLOGG S
World Wide and many other companies in Europe,

In 1998 the share holders decided to go into the

Russia and the Far East.

DRIED FRUIT business so they built their Primary
Processing Factory for the production of TURKISH

Our yearly capacity is 20.000 tonnes in bulk and

SULTANAS. Since then the company has always

4.000 tonnes in retail packs which we supplied to

followed all of the new technologies in machinery

TESCO, SAINSBURY, COOP and now to EDEKA.

to strive for the highest quality.

Our annual turnover is arround

In order to produce the best quality and variety for

The company s target is always to supply the best

our clients, in 2012 we decided to enter the

quality with a minimum cost to our customers

35.000.000.

ORGANIC MARKET and our company has been

which makes ERTÜRK one of the leading

certi ed by ECOCERT.

companies in this sector.

The certi cations that we are holding are A level
BRC, KOSHER, HALAL and ORGANIC which gives
us the opportunity to supply a wide range of clients.

Key Contacts
Managing Director

: Mr. Ersan At lkan

General Manager

: Mr. Gürkan At lkan

g.atilkan@erturk.com

Sales & Marketing Director

: Mrs. Paula Windus

info@erturk.com

Asst Sales & Marketing Director

: Mr. Ilay Windus

sales@erturk.com

Quality Assurance Manager

: Mrs. Ay egül Tatar

technical@erturk.com

Accounts Manager

: Mrs. enay Korkmaz

muhasebe@erturk.com

Location
ERTÜRK Üzüm ve Tar m Ürünleri Ltd. is based in Manisa's Selimsahlar province.
The surrounding farmlands around the Manisa Region is known for its fertile soil
and ideal weather conditions making this region the optimum location for vini
culture. The strategic location of ERTÜRKS facility allows us to have access to the
best quality raw material which is provided for us by farmers in the region. For over
15 years ERTÜRK has been at the forefront of the sultana industry and has been
supplying its clients with all types and qualities of sultanas.
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Harvest
The Turkish Sultana (Vinis Vinifera L.) is a type of seedless
grape that grows mainly in and around the Manisa region.
Our facility is strategically placed in between Manisa and
Saruhanl where the best quality sultanas are grown. Once
the grapes are ready for harvesting the bunches are cut from
the vine and are dipped in a solution of water, oil and
potassium carbonate which accelerates the drying process.
A er the application of the solution the bunches are placed
outside on plastic sheets to dry naturally. The average
sultana takes 7/10 days to dry whereas the Turkish
Thompson that is not dipped in the solution takes in between
20/25 days to dry and is also darker in colour than the
conventional sultana. Depending on the weather conditions
and the harvest in our region the bunches are cut from the
vines to be dried in natural conditions around August. A er
drying they are ready to be stored or sold.

History and Geographic
Location of the GRAPE
Grapes and Sultanas (Vitis Vinifera) have been a

Turkey is known for having around 1,200 di erent

part of the Anatolian culture since 5,000 BC.

types of grapes and has been among the ve

From that time they have been an indispensable

major producers through out the world. Among

ingredient in breads, cakes, cookies, pies, tarts

these varieties the seedless sultana is the main

and a variety of pastries in the baking industry.

variety used for drying. The seedless sultanas are

They are also known as being an excellent

grown mainly in the Aegean regions of Turkey

addition to a wide range of candies, puddings and

which is blessed with some of the most fertile

other wonderful confectioneries. The dried

soil in the world and is known for having plenty of

sultana is also a great addition to many of the

sunshine and an abundance of water.

cereals and cereal based products such as Muesli,
fruit lled cereals and the well known breakfast
cereal. The dried sultana can even be used in
many di erent food products and in di erent
forms which has enabled it to even be used as a
delicious sweetener and texturizer in such things
as yoghurt, icecream and even cheese.

in Turkey

Turkey

1200

5

di erent types
of grapes

major producers
in the world
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Production
With ERTÜRK quality starts right at the beginning

insulated warehouse where the boxes from the

of the process. This for us is the raw material. We

same grower are given identi cation labels with

as ERTÜRK purchase only the nest raw material

the information of the grower, the delivery date

that will suite our clients needs.

and the region it was grown in. This labelling
provides us with full traceability from the

Once the grower is ready to bring his harvest we

beginning of the process right to the end.

provide the transportation in our own plastic
crates. This means that we are able to carry out

Our facility has 2,500 sqm of storage area with

the hygienic conditions all the way through the

insulated ceiling to allow for a stable

process. Before the grower brings in his harvest

temperature. Our warehouse is also split in to

he is asked to provide a one kilogram sample to

two di erent areas. One of these is used for the

the Purchasing Department. The sample is then

storage of the conventional goods and the other

graded and checked for the quality by the same

is only used for the storage of the organic

department. If it is cleared the grower is then

sultanas. This is done to eliminate the risk of

allowed to bring in the full lot. Once the full lot

cross contamination. ERTÜRK storage facility, like

arrives at our facility samples are taken from

the rest of our factory is checked twice a month

di erent boxes. These samples are then compared

by an independent Pest Control Contractor and

with the initial sample that was brought in. If the

once a week by our own Quality Control

samples match the full lot is transported in to our

Department.
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The rst part of the process starts with the raw

In the Washing Department of our factory the

material being placed in to our Bulk Breaker. This

raw material is passed under several Aspirators

is used to separate any clumping that may have

which are there to remove any lighter foreign

occurred during the storage. Once the raw

materials such as stems, branches and stalks.

material has passed from the Bulk Breaker it is
transported via conveyor belts which pass under

A er the Aspiration Process the sultanas are

magnets to remove any metallic foreign material

submerged in Chlorinated Water for sterilisation.

to the Dry Capstemmer. The Dry Capstemmer

In order to remove any heavier foreign material

In order to get the best free owing raw material the

utilises centrifugal force to remove the capstem

from the sultanas the sultanas are transported to

sultanas are passed under the Oiling Station. The oiling

which attached the berry to the bunch.

the cascade washer via water pumps. This

station applies oil that is speci ed by the customer

process uses the ow of water and the pull of the

speci cations to the sultanas. Oils Used: Rapeseed, Cotton

A er this process is complete the sultanas are

gravitational force to remove material such as

Seed, High Oleic Sun ower Oil And Organic Sun ower Oil.

transported to the second part of our facility, the

Stones. To achieve the maximum level of cleaning

Washing Department.

the semi-processed material is placed in to the
Wet Capstemmer. The Wet Capstemmer removes
any capstems that may still be attached to the
berry.
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A er the oiling process the two di erent lines are

A second function of the X-ray is to reject any

split into four lines which once again pass under

Quarts Crystals in the product. This second

the aspirators. Due to ERTÜRK being a quality

function is used because in some conditions due to

based facility, before the sultanas pass in to the

re ective and refractive qualities of the Quarts

Mechanical Sorting Department the produce is

Crystal the Laser Scanners have been known to

passed by experienced workers who visually inspect

miss these crystals. Once the X-ray scanners have

the sultanas for any foreign material and non-

cleared the sultanas they enter the nal stage of

conformaties in or on the sultana. Our Mechanical

our process. The Metal Detection and Weighing

Sorting department is equipped with four Laser

Station.

Scanners which are updated with the latest
programming and also use di erent coloured laser

On the Metal Detection and Weighing Station the

beams which can identify di erent coloured foreign

almost ready sultanas are passed through an

material and can be used to sort out di erent

Online Throat Metal Detector which then if cleared

colour berries in order to get the type we need.

moves them on to the highly sensitive Weighing
And Boxing Station. Once the boxes are lled to the

The sultanas that have passed from the Laser

correct weight they are closed and passed under an

Scanners then go in to the X-ray scanners. The

Online Case Metal Detector. This process is to

X-ray Scanners are used to identify any foreign

identify any foreign metallic material that may

material that may be embedded inside of the berry.

have been in the cardboard box.
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Our Products
The sultanas are produced from a variety

ERTÜRK also produces and packs dried

of seedless grapes which are dried to

fruit mix. In the mix there are di erent

concentrate their rich avour. The

fruits for di erent tastes such as

sultana was rst introduced to Europe by

Sultanas, Turkish Thompson, Mix Peel and

the Ottoman traders. The name Sultana

Currants for the baking industry.

Quality
At ERTÜRK we are able to

comes from the word Sultan and it is

provide our clients with all

well know that the humble grape has

In accordance to the Turkish Standards

been decorating the Ottoman tables for

TS 3411 the grading of the sultana is

many years and has been served to

done by number coding which is based on

technology in food sorting.

Sultans as a healthy treat.

the colour of the berry. The Sultana berry

These are A Quality, RTU

of the qualities of sultanas
by using the latest

is classi ed into ve Types and these are
The Turkish Thompson Raisin are very

7, 8, 9, 10, 11. The colour coding starts

popular in the world market with their

with 7 which is given to the darkest of

similar taste and odour to the Californian

the berries and goes up to 11 which is

Thompson but come at a a ordable price.

allocated to the lighter coloured berries.

and Extra RTU.
The Sultanas / Turkish
Thompson are also divided
in to four sizes these are
known as; Jumbo, Standard,
Medium and Small.

No 10

No 8

Turkish
Thompson

No 9

No 7

MIX
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IPM

Organic

For our clients who require raw material that has

designated pesticides at the speci ed levels. This

lower levels of pestecides but do not want to pay

procedure in Turkey is known as Good Agricultural

for organic raw material we are able to o er the

Practice. The internal procedures that are carried

IPM (Integrated Pest Management) raw material.

out by us for the IPM are the same as the organic

The IPM system is based on the principles that,

sultanas. When the IPM raw material comes in to

as exporters we are obliged to pledge that our

our warehouse they are stored separately and

produce does not exceed the limits of the country

a sample is taken and sent to the laboratory for

that we are exporting to but when we are exporting

analysis. A er the IPM Raw material is processed

IPM goods we guarantee that the pesticide levels

another sample is taken from the authentication

will only be at 30 percent of the level set by the

sample box and the goods are only shipped when

country that we are exporting to. In addition to this

the results are satisfactory. In order to control all

we also guarantee that there will only be max

of the procedures mentioned above we purchase

During our 15 years of providing goods to various

have to be tested and certi ed before they are

5 di erent pesticides present in the goods.

the IPM raw material only from the farmers that

countries around the world ERTÜRK has noticed

cleared for shipment. This process is carried out

To achieve this the farmers are obliged to use

we have made contracts to supply us.

the changes that have occurred in the eating

by ECOCERT who is also working alongside

habits of todays consumer. In doing so we have

EUROFINS and other recognised laboratories

realised that there is a need for a product that

who are leaders in their eld.

targets the health conscious customer. In order to
provide for this segment we have invested time

A er the goods are in the warehouse we contact

and e ort to research and develop organic

ECOCERT and request them to take a sample for

farming, raw material storage, the detail of

the Organic certi cation. If the result is clear we

organic production and freezing treatment.

produce the material and then we do the shock
freeze treatment in our own shock freezer which

Due to constant changes in the Organic Market,

decontaminates without the use of chemicals

at the moment we prefer to purhase from

until the temperature drops to below -18 / -23.

independent Project growers.
The timing for the shock freezing treatment
When the growers want to sell their crops, we
rst inspect their warehouses to see if the

depends on the outside temperature which means
the fruit can be in the freezer up to 40 to 50

storage conditions are suited for Organic

hours. ERTÜRK is proud to announce that we are

storage. If it meets our standards then we take a

one of the very few sultana exporters who

sample from the raw material and send it to

implements the use of an inhouse Shock Freezer

EUROFINS laboratory for the pesticide analysis.

to decontaminate the organic raw material
without the use of chemicals. Having the shock

If the results are clear then we transfer the raw

freezer located onsite also allows us to have 100

material to our warehouse in our own plastic

percent traceability of our goods.

creates and plastic boxes. Our organic goods
certi cate has been awarded to us by ECOCERT

The procedure is ideal and safe for human

which is one of the leading laboratories for

consumption.

certi cation in the globe. All organic sultanas
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ERTÜRK Quality Assuarance Sysytem
Includes Organoloptic, Physical, Chemical
and Microbiological Analysis.
Physical & Organoloptic Analysis
Organoloptic and physical analysis starts with the

We are also doing physical analysis which are;

beginning of the production and continues until
the end. Sampling is done all through the

Berry Count, Damaged Berries, Mouldy Berries,

production. The organoloptic analysis is done by
di erent personal evaluated and reported. These
are texture,taste and odour.

Undeveloped Berries, Sugared Berries, Capstem
(Free and attached), Embedded Stalk, 4-10 and
<10 mm free Stalk, Stones, EVM, EFM.

Laboratory & Ertürk Food Safety
ERTÜRK Food Industries Ltd. complies with

ERTÜRK applies strict hygine policies and rules

British Retail Consortium (BRC) Food Safety

for production site and sta .

Standards and has been A Grade since 2003. The
company supports the improvement of the quality

ERTÜRK implements strict rules for allergens and

of growing standards by providing continuous

GMO material and is in compliance with BRC

information to the growers and carefully

Food Safety Standards for wooden, metal and

evaluating their feedback.

glass / hard plastics used in the facillity. We do
not use any allergens in ERTÜRK so there is no

ERTÜRK regularly visits grower s vineyards from

risk of cross-contamination when concerning

April to harvest and advices the best way to

allergenic materials.

improve the quality of the crop. A full raw
material control testing is implemented before

The disinfectents, cleaning materials and

buying the material and then records are taken

maintenance lubricants that are in contact with

and stored for traceability.

food materials are all food grade. All chemicals
and lubricants are kept in locked and segregated

Swab samples are taken and checked on a weekly

areas. ERTÜRK has food grade material

basis from both working sta hands and food

documents of all the chemicals and lubricants

contact surfaces to verify microbiological safety.

used in the facility.

FOOD SAFETY
CERTIFICATE

COMPLIANCE AUDIT
CERTIFICATE

ORGANIC STANDARD
CERTIFICATE

KOSHER
CERTIFICATE

HALAL / HELAL
CERTIFICATE
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Chemical Analysis

Retail Line

The presence of Ochratoxin-A, a mycotoxin, is
determined by High Performance Liquid
Chromotography (HPLC) method in our special
designed Ochratoxin laboratory. Each product lot

In order to facilitate our clients retail need we are

increase the moisture content up to 22%. To be

is tested and the graphic results are sent to the

able to pack retail bags ranging from 250 gr up to

able to get the correct Weight every time in our

customer. ERTÜRK veri es it s laboratory results
by comparing the results that are obtained from

Association) method on hourly basis. The amount
of moisture is based on the avarage of the result
found. This is quanti ed in percentages.
Oil application levels of samples are evaluated by
the Extraction Method.

equipped with 10 weight sensitive hopper which

upgrades the standard RTU to Extra RTU.

evey month.

product lot is performed with DFA (Dried Fruit

retail line we use the ISHIDA Filling Head that is

with a Burgess Washer which if our clients require
is able to wash the berries once more which

the test done on the FAPAS sample, this is done

Moisture content testing evaluations of each

1kg. To do this we have equipped our retail line

Microbiological Analysis
In ERTÜRK s microbiological testing laboratory,

ll the bags to the correct weight. Once the bags
are lled, in order to seal in the great avours

A second function of the Burgess Washer is to

ERTÜRK utilises the SANDIACRE Packing Machine

increase the moisture content for our clients in

which can pack and seal pillow, block bottom role

the baking industry. This function is able to

top and the block bottom zip lock bags.

the microbiological tests include; Total Viable
Count, Mould and Yeast. Other microbiological
tests that are required are done in a ISO 17025
acredited external laboratory. ERTÜRK Food
Industries veri es its laboratory results with
external accredited laboratory in the pro ciency

Oil application evaluations of each product lot
are performed and recorded.

test procedure and whole tests, methods and
applications comply with ISO 17025 standard.
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Social Responsibilities
Children are Our Future
In 2010 ERTÜRK Food Industries decided it was time
to start investing in our future. With this thought in
mind and the need for educational support ERTÜRK
opened a school in the village we are based in that is
able to educate children from kindergarden level up to
the age of

een. The school can accommodate up to

300 students and provides all of the educational and
social support that a child might need.

Water Puri cation & Irrigation
ERTÜRK believes that what we take from the land
should go back to the land and in doing so has
invested time and research on a water puri cation
facility. We use approximately 350 tones of water a
day in our factory, this water is then pumped to the
puri cation plant where it is cleaned and then pumped
back out to the elds for irrigation.

